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Bumpin, Off The Chain, Real life scriptures of four indviduals who witness it and are here to tell you about

it. Also got Club banger, Get high songs, Get Crunks Songs, Sit back and RIDE SONGS.... Crazy Skits

That'll have you crakin up... 16 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style, HIP HOP/RAP: Rap Details:

Hit-em Up Records Facts and Info Founded in 1995 by Charles Young II, Hitem up Records took the

home town of Memphis, TN by storm. With a larger than life sound and undeniable stage presence, this

talented act performed and expanded their fan base with every show. While learning the business of

music and life, they reformulated and relocated to Minneapolis, MN in 2000. With roots in Rap and R&B,

the label dedicated itself to producing the best possible sound, the biggest beats, and lyrics based on true

life experience. With a fan base growing by the second, Hitem Up Records are destined to be a label to

be reckoned with. Representing acts such as Conspiracy Clique, Midwest Mobsters, Bosshog, Buckwild

and Mello, the future is looking very optimistic. There is no time for sleep for Hit'em Were it Hurts, the

production team consisting of C-Kaos, Marvelous and Abadaman. Hits are being whipped up daily!

Conspiracy Clique Hit-Em Up Records premier act, Conspiracy isn't your typical one dimensional rap

group - they are truly versatile. Rapping about everything from social topics, politics, and club anthems

they share with the listener what they done, things they've seen and what they are still doing to survive.

Definitely not a fictional group, they will never speak on it if they haven't seen it with their own eyes.

Conspiracy Clique is about real life. Says producer Charles Young II "We don't glorify illegal activities;

were just saying sometimes you're put in a position to do the wrong things for the right reasons. The first

song, Claimin' Killer on the new album titled kickin down dooz says it all." With legitimate street credibility,

this group relates to the listener..... It's all real. Originated in 2000 the group has been performing and

writing together for almost five years. All members have been rapping for nearly a decade. Conspiracy
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clique the name speaks for itself! Conspiracy means plotting to do evil, and clique mean successful

organization or family. Family is indeed what they are - Country boys born and raised in Greenville,

Mississippi with ties that run from Memphis to Minneapolis. Conspiracy Clique is blood related, consisting

of cousins and two brothers. Since a few runs in with the law, there's no more evil doing. The group has

since been sole dedicated to making hood platinum hits and bringing more energy to the club then ten lil

john's. The Clique created a buzz off there hit single Hustlin, which is still selling well through the south.

They are also gaining fame and fans doing radio promos for radio stations in Jackson  Memphis,

Tennessee and Minneapolis, as well as receiving notable airplay in those cities. Keeping it real and

rapping about real life issues are Conspiracy Clique's motto. Under Hit'em Up Records, Conspiracy

Clique's Kickin Down Dooz is the official debut full length album. With a dirty south flavor mixed with a

little Midwest swing make Conspiracy Clique a force to be reckoned with. Four members, four different

descent sounds and point of views. Group members include C-Kaos, Hostile, Scrilla and Squeeky come

together to get the club crunk and rattle trunks worldwide. Lyrics off the chain that go hand and hand with

breath taking beats by the one and only Marvelous. With Riot starting club anthems such as Get It Off Yo

Chest, Hit'em Up and the uncut Nasty Girl, they are sure to have asses shaking and kickin Down Dooz

from coast to coast for years to come. Check 'em out or miss out.....
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